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BE WELL MOBILE RESPONSE
SUPPORTING LAW ENFORCEMENT, FIRST RESPONDERS & THE COMMUNITY
People in a mental health crisis don’t
often know where to turn for help. Calls
to 911 deploy first responders who aren’t
specialized in de-escalating behavioral
health or substance use crises.
This often results in unnecessary transports
to emergency rooms and jails, which are
ill-equipped to handle these needs.
The Be Well Mobile Response team
leverages a nationally recognized crisis
response model designed to support
residents, first responders, healthcare
workers, social service professionals and
the entire community with a clinically -and
cost-effective response to mental health
issues, substance use and homelessness.

In cities that have adopted the Be Well
Mobile Response model, 911 dispatchers
route mental health and substance use
crisis calls to the mobile team. Skilled in
de-escalation, crisis intervention,
counseling and mediation, the Be Well
Mobile Response Team can effectively
address both the emotional and social
well-being of the person or family in need.
When needed, the Be Well Mobile
Response Team can provide transport to
additional care. Depending on the situation,
this can include the Be Well Orange
Campus, urgent care centers, medical
clinics, shelters and other social supports.

85%

85% of calls to Be Well Mobile Response do
not require transport. We have been able to
stabilize the majority of our calls in community
and provide follow up and linkages to
other services.

66%

66% of calls to Be Well Mobile Response do
not require the assistance of police, fire or
EMT services.

LESS THAN

15 MINUTES
ONE HOUR AND

10 MINUTES

Less than 15 minutes is the Be Well Mobile
Response average response time.

One hour and 10 minutes is the average time
spent Be Well Mobile Response spends with
a client on a call.

“The collaboration between us and
Be Well, and the police department and
the other teams in the community, is a great
avenue for Orange County to continue to move
in that direction. The landscape of emergency
response is definitely changing and we need to
keep up with it. We need to keep inventing the
next thing. Now we have the mobile team that can
come out, evaluate the patient and take them
to Be Well, or to the hospital and be evaluated
there, or to alternate destinations. I think that’s
a great aspect of the mobile program.”
– Captain Dave Barry, Anaheim Fire & Rescue
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TOTAL CONTACTS TO DATE: 7,756

CITY LAUNCH DATES
CITY

START DATE

Huntington Beach

August 2, 2021

Garden Grove

October 6, 2021

Newport Beach

February 23, 2022

Anaheim

April 24, 2022

Irvine

June 1, 2022

CONTACT DATA - SINCE PROGRAM INCEPTION
CONTACT TYPES

CONTACTS REASONS
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OTHER DATA

SINCE PROGRAM INCEPTION

TRANSPORT LOCATION

CO-RESPONDING AGENCIES

RESPONSE LOCATIONS

“Prior to the existence of the
Be Well campus, we were really limited on
our options when dealing with someone in
mental health crisis: take them to an emergency
room where that person has to wait several hours
to get treatment, and the police officer or deputy
waiting alongside them. Now with the existence of
Be Well, we have somewhere that’s purpose built
for these individuals where not only are our
deputies and officers getting in and out
the door in under 15 minutes, but these
individuals are immediately getting
the treatment they need.”
– Captain Nate Wilson, OC Sherrif

WHERE WE ARE HEADED – MOBILE RESPONSE COUNTY EXPANSION
As we strive to expand into all cities in Orange
County we look for ways to standardize and
scale the mobile team model and expand to
major northern and southern Orange County
regions. By the end of 2022 we anticipate an
additional 2 cities will be added to our portfolio
and we will continue to scale in 2023 with a
priority on regionalization.

Realizing regional implementation where multiple
cities are partnered in the Mobile Response service
will create a sustainable model in which overhead
costs are shared, and overall cost to individual
cities decreases. By right-sizing the economic
structure it creates cost sharing without diluding
responsiveness or local and cultural sensitivities.
This regionalized approach will allow smaller cities
with limited budgets the ability to scale a Mobile
Response team in their community.

THANK YOU
Thanks to the generous support given to Be Well
Mobile Response by the following donors, we
continue to expand these much-needed services
to Orange County residents.

Ginger and Tony Allen

For more information about our philanthropic needs
for this much-needed community resource, please
contact Stacy Skwarlo, Executive Vice President,
Development at Stacy.Skwarlo@bewelloc.org.
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